
One style of fence proven to protect your fowl and small animals from being killed by predators including: Bears, mountain lions, 
bobcats, domestic dogs, coyotes, and raccoons.

Small Livestock Depredation Prevention Fence Example

and 20 inches above ground and one six inches above top of 
woven wire. An additional electric line is recommended at 
approximately 18 inches above ground on the inside so stock 
do not push out woven wire and short out fence.  
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Electric fence controllers with one joule or greater output 
are recommended; controllers with less output and battery 

if installed and maintained correctly.
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Predator Fencing PLAN for Livestock
This fencing design was developed with a wildlife professional that specializes in human-wildlife conflicts. 

If installed as shown, it will offer a high level of protection for your farm animals. Please keep in mind there 
is no guarantee that any fencing system is predator-proof.

The fence has a total of four electrical lines.

Three electric lines are installed on the outside of the 
fence. One line is 10 inches above the ground. The next 
line is 20 inches above the ground. The third line is 6 
inches above the top of the woven wire fencing. The last 
electrical line is installed inside the fencing at about 18 

inches above the ground. This prevents livestock from 
pushing through and shorting the outside electric lines. 

For the best protection use controllers with one joule 
output or greater. Battery powered versions with less 
output can still be quite e�ective if installed and 
maintained correctly.  
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